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誤り訂正符号の本を書いています→



情報通信における復号問題情報通信における最適化

Encoder Decoder

y

! 情報通信システムにおいて、復号器における「復号（推定）
アルゴリズム」はシステムの要となる部分

! 望ましい復号アルゴリズム:
! 誤り率が小さい
! 計算量が少ない・高速動作可能である
! 実装しやすい

! 復号問題は、一種の組み合わせ最適化問題と定式化できる
! 近年、連続最適化技術と復号技術の接点に興味が持たれて
いる (本日のテーマ)



２つのアプローチ
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確率的アプローチ：受信側で送信信号の事後確率
を計算し、事後確率に基づき送信信号を推定する
(ベイズ推定)→ビリーフプロパゲーション(BP) 

最適化アプローチ：復号問題を一種の組み合わせ
最適化問題として定式化し、数理最適化手法に基
づくアルゴリズムにより、その最適化問題を解く
(最尤推定問題を最適化問題として定式化)



典型的な問題
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典型的な問題
符号

C ⊆ {+1,−1}n

! 興味がある符号長 nは数百～数万
! log2 |C | = Rn (R は 1未満の正定数: 符号化率)

最短距離復号問題
与えられた y ∈ Rnに対して

x̂ = argmin
x∈C

||y − x ||22

を見い出せ。

! 復号のために C は適切な構造を持つことが望まれる
! C が 2元線形符号の場合、NP困難性が示されている

2元符号

典型的な問題
符号
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! 復号のために C は適切な構造を持つことが望まれる
! C が 2元線形符号の場合、NP困難性が示されている



復号問題への最適化アプローチ
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復号問題への最適化アプローチ
復号問題に対応する「連続最適化問題」を考えることにより、復
号アルゴリズムを設計するという考え方
凸緩和・LP緩和

x̂ = arg min
x∈conv(C )

||y − x ||22

! conv(C )は C の凸包
! 上記の問題は凸計画問題になる
! 実際には、C の凸包を含む近似凸包を実行可能領域とする

非線形最適化

x̂ = argmin
x

||y − x ||22 + p(x)

! pは符号語制約を与える非線形関数



本講演の目標
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LDPC符号の復号問題を例として、誤り復号問
題への最適化アプローチを紹介する 

実際に構成された過去のアルゴリズムを概観
する→研究の流れを見る 

新しい復号アルゴリズム・信号推定アルゴリ
ズムを創り出すときに連続最適化・組み合わ
せ最適化分野で培われた知見が活かせる可能
性があることを見ていく



本講演の構成
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問題設定 

LDPC符号の紹介 

ビットフリップ型復号法 

ビットフリップ復号法の紹介 

GDBF(勾配降下型ビットフリップ)復号法 

凸緩和に基づく復号法 

LP復号法 

射影勾配法に基づく復号法



LDPC符号の紹介
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LDPC符号の紹介

! ランダムに 2部グラフを作成
! ビットノード側には、(x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ {0, 1}nを割り当てる
! ひとつのチェックノードは、偶パリティ制約を表す。
! 充足解の集合 = LDPC符号 C

チェックノード

ビットノード

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10x11

x2 ⊕ x4 ⊕ x5 ⊕ x11 = 0(mod 2)



AWGN通信路モデル
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AWGN通信路モデル

S =

!

+1, X = 0

−1, X = 1

バイナリーバイポーラ

変換

⊕

N

ガウス雑音

S Y = S + NX

符号

シンボル

+1-1

PY |S(y|− 1), PY |S(y| + 1)



最尤復号法
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最尤復号問題

最尤復号法は、最小のブロック誤り率を与える。
最尤復号
受信ベクトル y ∈ Rnに対して

x̂ = argmin
x∈C

||y − b(x)||22

を見い出せ。
! C : LDPC符号
! b: バイナリ-バイポーラ変換関数

ただし、その正確な実行は符号長に対して、多項式時間では不可
能である (と信じられている）では、実際にはどうしているのか？
→
ビリーフプロパゲーションに基づくビット単位近似推論

残念ながら最尤復号法の正確な実行は、符号長に対して多項式時間では 
不可能（と信じられている）。



本講演の構成
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問題設定 

LDPC符号の紹介 

ビットフリップ型復号法 

ビットフリップ復号法の紹介 

GDBF(勾配降下型ビットフリップ)復号法 

凸緩和に基づく復号法 

LP復号法 

射影勾配法に基づく復号法



2部グラフにおける近傍ノード集合の表記
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LDPC符号の紹介

! ランダムに 2部グラフを作成
! ビットノード側には、(x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ {0, 1}nを割り当てる
! ひとつのチェックノードは、偶パリティ制約を表す。
! 充足解の集合 = LDPC符号 C

チェックノード

ビットノード

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10x11

x2 ⊕ x4 ⊕ x5 ⊕ x11 = 0(mod 2)

N(i)

1 2 … i

1 2 … j

M(j)

n

m



ビットフリップ型復号法
・記憶素子（フリップフロップ）の少ない復号器を目指して 
・高速・低消費電力・小さいチップサイズを目指して

ステップ１ すべての受信シンボルについて硬判定を行う
xj = sign(yj), j ∈ [1,n]

ステップ2 パリティシンボルを計算する
si = ∏

j∈N(i)

xj, j ∈ [1,m]

ステップ3 ビットフリップ処理を行う

ℓ = arg min
k∈[1,n]

Δk(x)

xℓ := − xℓ

ステップ２に戻る

反復計算

反転関数(ビット信頼度）



様々なビットフリップ型復号法
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i

N(i)

+1 -1 +1

∏
j∈N(i)

xj

バイポーラシンドローム値 ビット信頼度

j
M(j)

Δk(x) = ∑
i∈M(k)

∏
j∈N(i)

xjGallager 

WBF Δk(x) = ∑
i∈M(k)

βi ∏
j∈N(i)

xj, βi = min
j∈N(i)

|yi |

MWBF Δk(x) = α |yn | + ∑
i∈M(k)

βi ∏
j∈N(i)

xj, βi = min
j∈N(i)

|yi |



GDBF復号法の導出
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Gradient Descent Bit Flipping Algorithm ( Wadayama et al., 2010)

最尤復号=相関復号

C̃ = {b(x) | x ∈ C }: バイポーラ版 LDPC符号

x̂ = arg min
x∈C̃

||y − x||22

= arg min
x∈C̃

n!

i=1

(yi − xi )
2

= arg min
x∈C̃

n!

i=1

(y2i − 2xiyi + 1)

= argmax
x∈C̃

n!

i=1

xiyi .



復号問題の定式化
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復号問題の定式化

目的関数

f (x)
△
=

n!

j=1

xjyj +
m!

i=1

"

j∈N(i)

xj .

! 第 1項: 受信ベクトルとバイポーラ符号語との相関
! 第 2項: ペナルティ項 (xが符号語のときに最大となる）

対応する非線形最適化問題

x̃ = arg max
x∈[+1,−1]n

⎛

⎝
n!

j=1

xjyj +
m!

i=1

"

j∈N(i)

xj

⎞

⎠ .



反転関数の導出
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反転関数の導出

変数 xk(k ∈ [1, n])に対応する偏導関数は
∂

∂xk
f (x) = yk +

!

i∈M(k)

"

j∈N(i)\k

xj .

と与えられる。
反転関数

∆
(GD)
k (x)

△
= xk

∂

∂xk
f (x)

= xkyk +
!

i∈M(k)

"

j∈N(i)

xj .



探索ベクトルの要素の正負と勾配ベクトル
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xの要素の正負と勾配ベクトル

1 2 3 4 j n-1 n

+1

-1

1 2 3 4 j n-1 n

Gradient vector

Search point



GDBFアルゴリズム
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Gradient Descent(GD)-BF アルゴリズム

! Find ℓ := argmink∈[1,n]∆
(GD)
k (x)

! Flip the bit: xℓ := −xℓ

上記のプロセスは、ビットフリップ型勾配法と見なすことができ
る (coordinate decent/accent algorithm).

GDBF algorithm

次の反転関数を持つシングルビット反転法を GDBFアルゴリズム
と呼ぶ 4 :

∆
(GD)
k (x)

△
= xkyk +

!

i∈M(k)

"

j∈N(i)

xj

4Tadashi Wadayama, Keisuke Nakamura, Masayuki Yagita, Yuuki
Funahashi, Shogo Usami, Ichi Takumi, “Gradient Descent Bit Flipping
Algorithms for Decoding LDPC Codes”, IEEE Trans. Comm., pp.1610-1614,
vol.58, no.6, June (2010)



ビット誤り率の比較
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ビット誤り率の比較



局所解からの脱出
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局所解からの脱出

Codeword

Trapped 

search point

Downhill 

move



Noisy GDBF アルゴリズム
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Noisy GDBFアルゴリズムの反転関数

Noisy GDBF反転関数 (Sundararajan at el. (2014))

∆
(Noisy)
k (x)

△
= xkyk + α

!

i∈M(k)

"

j∈N(i)

xj + qi

! α: 定数
! qi : ガウス乱数項

BPによる復号性能にかなり近い値を達成しており、現時点での
BF型アルゴリズムにおけるベストパフォーマンスを出している。



本講演の構成
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問題設定 

LDPC符号の紹介 

ビットフリップ型復号法 

ビットフリップ復号法の紹介 

GDBF(勾配降下型ビットフリップ)復号法 

凸緩和に基づく復号法 

LP復号法 

射影勾配法に基づく復号法



頂点被覆問題とそのLP緩和問題
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頂点被覆問題とその LP緩和問題

minimize
!

i

γivi

subject to

∀i ∈ V , 0 ≤ vi ≤ 1

∀(i , j) ∈ E , vi + vj ≥ 1

wadayama@nitech.ac.jp



偶重み符号の凸包
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000

101

011

110

偶重み符号(n=3) 
C = {000, 110, 101, 011}

例: 偶重み符号 (n = 3)

C = {000, 011, 110, 101}

conv(C (H))を与える不等式制約は次の通り:

x + (1− y) + (1− z) ≤ 2

y + (1− x) + (1− z) ≤ 2

z + (1− x) + (1− y) ≤ 2

x + y + z ≤ 2



LDPC符号の基本多面体
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基本多面体の考え方

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

..........

1st check node 2nd check node m-th check node

xi

xj

xk

x1 x2 xi xj xk xn

.......... .......... ........



LDPC符号の基本多面体
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基本多面体を定義する不等式制約
! Ai = {j ∈ [1, n] | ith check-node connects to jth bit-node}

! Ti = {S ⊂ Ai | odd size subsets of Ai }

基本多面体を定義する不等式制約
パリティ不等式
∀i ∈ [1,m],∀S ∈ Ti

1+
!

t∈S
(xt − 1)−

!

t∈Ai\S

xt ≤ 0

ボックス不等式
∀j ∈ [1, n], ∀S ∈ Ti

0 ≤ xj ≤ 1

これらの制約を満たす点の集合を基本多面体 P と呼ぶ。
(Feldman et al. 2002, Koetter and Vontobel)

(注: MAX-CUT多面体の定義とほとんど同じ)



LP復号法 
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目的関数

argmin
x∈C

||y − b(x)||22 ⇒ argmin
x∈C

(−yTb(x))

⇒ argmin
x∈C

(−yT (1− 2x)) ⇒ argmin
x∈C

(yT x)

最尤推定の LP定式化

x̂ = arg min
x∈conv(C )

(yT x)

残念ながら不等式数が符号長 nに対して指数的 → 実行困難

LP復号法

x̂ = argmin
x∈P

(yT x)

Feldman et al. 2002

（注）基本多面体は符号の凸包を包含する凸多面体であり、その整数点は 
　　　符号語と一致する



LP復号法 に関する研究の流れ
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LP復号法に関する研究の流れ

! 高速化
! 適応型 LP復号: Taghavi et al. (2008, IT)
! 定計算量 LPD: Vontobel and Koetter (2006, Turbo

symposium)
! 線形時間 LPD: Burshtein (2008, ISIT)

! 内点法
! 内点法に基づく LPD: Vontobel (2008, ITA)
! 内点法に基づく LPD(ベクトル線形通信路): Wadayama

(2008, ISIT)
! 主双対内点法に基づく LPD: Taghavi (2008, Allerton)
! 主パス追跡 LPD : Wadayama (2009, ISIT)

! ADMM法
! ADMM based LPD (Xiu and Draper, 2012)



射影勾配法に基づくLDPC復号法
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Deep Learning-Aided Trainable Projected Gradient Decoding for LDPC 
Codes, Wadayama and Takabe, 2019,  arXiv:1901.04630

目的関数：受信語を含む線形項と基本多面体
制約に対応するペナルティ関数の和（非凸関
数） 

射影勾配法：勾配ステップと射影ステップを
交互に実行 

データ駆動調整：深層学習技術に基づいて、
ステップ係数・ペナルティ係数などを調整



目的関数とペナルティ関数
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algorithm to work properly. In this paper, we use a standard
tool set of deep learning (DL), i.e., back propagation and
stochastic gradient method (SGD) type algorithms, to optimize
these parameters. By unfolding the signal-flow of the proposed
algorithm, we can obtain a multilayer signal-flow graph that
is similar to the multilayer neural network. Since all the
internal processes are differentiable, we can adjust the internal
trainable parameters via a training process based on DL
techniques. This approach, data-driven tuning, is becoming a
versatile technique especially for signal processing algorithms
based on numerical optimization [2] [3].

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Notation
In this paper, a vector z ∈ Rd is regarded as a row vector of

dimension d. For z = (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ Rn and a scalar c ∈ R,
we will use the following notation: c + z := (c + z1, c +
z2, . . . , c + zn) for simplicity. For a real-valued function f :
R → R, f(z) means the coordinate-wise application of f to
z = (z1, . . . , zn) such that f(z) := (f(z1), f(z2), . . . , f(zn)).
The i-th element of f(z), i.e., f(zi) is also denoted by
(f(z))i. The set of consecutive integers from 1 to n is
denoted by [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}. An n-dimensional unit cube
is represented by [0, 1]n := {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn | ∀i ∈
[n], 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1}. The cardinality or size of a finite set A
is represented by |A|. The indicator function I[cond] takes the
value 1 if the condition is true; otherwise it takes the value
0.

B. Channel model
Let H be an n×m sparse parity check matrix over F2 where

n > m. The binary LDPC code defined by H is denoted by
C(H) := {x ∈ Fn

2 | HxT = 0}. In the following discussion,
we consider that 0 and 1 in F2 are embedded in R as 0 and
1, respectively. The design rate of the code is defined by ρ :=
1− n/m.

In this paper, we assume additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channels with binary phase shift keying (BPSK)
signaling. A transmitter choose a codeword c ∈ C(H)
according to the message fed into the encoder. A binary to
bipolar mapping is applied to c to generate a bipolar codeword
x := 1 − 2c ∈ Rn. The bipolar codeword x is sent to
the AWGN channel and the receiver obtains a received word
y = x + w where w is an n-dimensional Gaussian noise
vector with mean zero and the variance σ2/2. The signal-to-
noise ratio SNR is defined by SNR := 10 log10(1/(2σ

2ρ))
(dB). The log likelihood ratio vector corresponding to y is
given by λ := 2y/σ2. The decoder’s task is to estimate the
transmitted word from a given received word y as correct as
possible. The maximum likelihood (ML) estimation can be
expressed by a non-convex optimization form:

x̂ := argminc∈C(H)||y − (1− 2c)||22. (1)

It is hopeless to solve the problem naively and directly because
of its computational complexity. We need to rely on an
approximate algorithm to tackle the problem.

C. Fundamental polytope
Feldman [7] proposed a continuous relaxation of the ML

rule (1) based on the fundamental polytope. The fundamental
polytope is a polytope in Rn such that any codeword of C(H)
is a vertex of the polytope. In other words, the feasible region
of (1), i.e., C(H), is relaxed to the fundamental polytope in the
Feldman’s formulation. The fundamental polytope is defined
by the simple box constraints and a set of linear inequalities
derived from the parity check constraints. In the following, we
will review the definition of the fundamental polytope.

Let Ai(i ∈ [m]) be an index set defined by Ai := {j ∈ [n] |
hi,j = 1} where hi,j denotes the (i, j)-element of H . Let Ti

be the family of subsets in Ai with odd size, i.e., Oi := {S ⊂
Ai | |S| is odd}. The parity polytope Q(H) defined based on
the parity check matrix H is defined by

Q(H) := {x ∈ Rn | x satisfies the parity constraint (3)},
(2)

where the parity constraints are given by

∀i ∈ [m], ∀S ∈ Oi, 1 +
!

t∈S

(xt − 1)−
!

t∈Ai\S

xt ≤ 0. (3)

A parity constraint defines a half-space and the intersection
of the half-spaces induced by all the parity constraints is
the parity polytope. These parity constraints introduced by
Feldman [7] come from the convex hull of the single parity
check codes.

The fundamental polytope [7] corresponding to H is the in-
tersection of Q(H) and n-dimensional cube [0, 1]n: F(H) :=
Q(H) ∩ [0, 1]n. Since the number of the parity constraints
for a given i ∈ [m] is 2|Ai|−1, the total number of all the
constraints becomes n+

"
i∈[m] 2

|Ai|−1. In the case of LDPC
codes, the maximum size of the row weight, i.e., maxi∈[m] |Ai|
is constant to n and thus the total number of constraints is
n+

"
i∈[m] 2

|Ai|−1 = n+ ρnO(1) = O(n).

III. TRAINABLE PROJECTED GRADIENT DECODING

A. Overview
We start from an unconstrained optimization problem

closely related to the LP decoding [7]:

minimizex∈{0,1}nλxT + βP (x), (4)

where P (x) is a penalty function satisfying P (x) = 0 if
x ∈ Q(H); otherwise P (x) > 0. The scalar parameter β
called the penalty coefficient that adjusts the strength of the
penalty term. From the ML certificate property, it is clear
the solution of (4) coincides with the ML estimate if β is
sufficiently large. Although the optimization problem in (4) is
a non-convex problem, it can be a start point of an numerical
optimization algorithm for solving (1).

Let fβ(x) := λxT+βP (x), which is our objective function
to be minimized. We here use the projected gradient descent
algorithm for solving (4) in an approximate manner. The
projected gradient descent algorithm consists two steps, the
gradient step and the projection step. The gradient descent
step moves the search point along the negative gradient vector

of the objective function. The projection step moves the search
point into a feasible region. The two steps are alternatively
performed

In the gradient step, a search point is updated in a gradient
descent manner, i.e., rt := st − γt∇fβt(st), where ∇fβt(x)
is the gradient of fβt(x). The index t represents the iteration
index. A scalar γt ∈ R is the step size parameter. If the step
size parameter is appropriate, a search point moves to a new
point having a smaller value of the objective function. The
parameter βt ∈ R is an iteration-dependent penalty coefficient.

The projection step is given by st+1 := ξ (α (rt − 0.5)) ,
where ξ is the sigmoid function defined by ξ(x) :=
1/(1 + exp(−x)). The parameter α controls the softness of
the projection. Precisely speaking, the function ξ is not the
projection to the binary symbols {0, 1}. The projection step
exploits soft-projection based on the shifted sigmoid function
because the true projection to discrete values results in insuf-
ficient convergence behavior in a minimization process.

The main process of the proposed decoding algorithm
described later is the iterative process executing the gradient
step and the projection step.

B. Penalty function and objective function

The penalty function corresponding to the parity constraints
is defined by

P (x) :=
1

2
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i∈[m]
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⎡
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⎛
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∑
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where the function ν is the ReLU function defined by
ν(x) := max{0, x}. This penalty function is a standard
penalty function corresponding to the parity polytope Q(H)
based on the quadratic penalty. From this definition of the
penalty function P (x), we immediately have P (x) = 0 if
x ∈ Q(H) and P (x) > 0 if x /∈ Q(H).

In the proposed decoding algorithm to be described later,
the gradient of the penalty function is needed. The partial
derivative of P (x) with respect to the variable xk (k ∈ [n])
is given by

∂

∂xk
P (x) =

∑

i∈[m]

∑

S∈Oi

ν

⎛

⎝1 +
∑

t∈S

(xt − 1)−
∑

t∈Ai\S

xt

⎞

⎠

× (I[k ∈ S]− I[k ∈ Ai\S]) . (6)

As described before, the objective function to be minimized
in a decoding process is given by fβ(x) = λxT + βP (x).
The first term of the objective function prefer a point close to
the received word. On the other hand, the second term prefer
a point in the parity polytope. The partial derivative of the
objective function with respect to the variable xk is thus given
by ∂

∂xk
fβ(x) = λk + β ∂

∂xk
P (x).

C. Concise representation of gradient vector

For the following argument, it is useful to introduce a
concise representation of the gradient vector

For the odd size family Oi(i ∈ [m]), we prepare a bijection
φi : Oi → [2|Ai|−1]. Let L :=

∑m
i=1 2

|Ai|−1, which indicates
the total number of parity constraints required to define Q(H).
The function ℓ(i, S)(i ∈ [m], S ⊂ Oi) defined by ℓ(i, S) :=
φi(S)+

∑i−1
k=1 2

|Ak|−1 is a bijection from the set {(i, S) : i ∈
[m], S ⊂ Oi} to [L].

The following matrices Q and R play a key role to derive
a concise representation of the gradient vector. The matrix
Q ∈ {0, 1}n×L satisfies

Qi,j =

{
1, if i ∈ S and j = ℓ(i, S)
0, otherwise

for any i ∈ [m] and for any S ⊂ Oi. In a similar way, the
matrix R ∈ {0, 1}n×L satisfies

Ri,j =

{
1, if i ∈ Ai\S and j = ℓ(i, S)
0, otherwise

for any i ∈ [m] and for any S ⊂ Oi.
We can see that the column order of Q and R depends on

the choice of the bijections {φi}i∈[m], i.e., a different choice
of {φi}i∈[m] yields a column permuted version of Q and R.
However, in the following argument, the column order does
not cause any influence for gradient computation. We thus can
choose any set of bijections {φi}i∈[m].

We are now ready to derive a concise expression of the
gradient. By rewriting (6) with the matrices Q and R, we
have ∇P (x) = ν(1 + (x − 1)Q − xR)DT , where D :=
Q−R. By using this expression, the gradient vector ∇fβ(x)
can be concisely rewritten by ∇fβ(x) = λ + βν(1 + (x −
1)Q − xR)DT . From this expression, the evaluation of the
gradient vector is based on the evaluation of the matrix-vector
products with sparse matrices Q,R, and D. The computational
complexity of the gradient vector is to be discussed in the next
subsection.

D. Trainable Projected Gradient Decoding

The following decoding algorithm is based on the projected
gradient descent algorithm described in the previous subsec-
tions.
Trainable Projected Gradient (TPG) Decoding

• Input: received word y ∈ Rn

• Output: estimated word ĉ ∈ C(H)
• Parameters: tmax: maximum number of the projected

gradient descent iterations (inner loop), rmax: maximum
number of restarting (outer loop)

Step 1 (initialization for restarting) The restarting counter is
initialized to r := 1.

Step 2 (random initialization) The initial vector s1 ∈ Rn

is randomly initialized, i.e., each elements in s1 is
chosen uniformly at random in {x ∈ R | 0 ≤ x ≤ 1}.
The iteration index is initialized to t := 1.

Step 3 (gradient step) Execute the gradient descent step:

rt := st − γt
(
y + βtν(1 + (st − 1)Q− stR)DT

)
.

(7)
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Step 4 (projection step) Execute the projection step:

st+1 := ξ (α (rt − 0.5)) . (8)

Step 5 (parity check) Evaluate a tentative estimate ĉ :=
θ(st+1) where the function θ is the thresholding
function defined by

θ(x) :=

!
0, x < 0.5,
1, x ≥ 0.5.

(9)

If H ĉ = 0 holds, then output ĉ and exit.
Step 6 (end of inner loop) If t < tmax holds, then t := t+1

and go to Step 3.
Step 7 (end of outer loop) If r < rmax holds, then r := r+1

and go to Step 2; Otherwise, output ĉ and quit the
process.

The trainable parameters {γt}tmax
t=1 control the step size in

the gradient descent step and {βt}tmax
t=1 defines relative strength

of the penalty term. The trainable parameter α controls the
softness of the soft-projection. These parameters are adjusted
in a training process described later. In the gradient step, we
use the received word y instead of the log likelihood ratio
vector λ since λi ∝ yi for i ∈ [n] under the assumption of the
AWGN channel. The proportional constant can be considered
to be involved in the step size parameter γt. The parity check
in Step 5 helps early termination that may reduce the expected
number of decoding iterations.

The TPG decoding is a double loop algorithm. The inner
loop (starting from Step 2 and ending at Step 6) is a projected
gradient descent process such that a search point gradually
approaches to a candidate codeword as the number of iterations
grows. The outer loop (starting from Step 1 and ending at Step
7) is for executing multiple search processes with different
initial point. The technique is called restarting. The initial
search point of TPG decoding s1 is randomly chosen in Step
2. In non-convex optimization, restarting with a random initial
point is a basic technique to find a better sub-optimal solution.

The most time consuming operation in the TPG decoding
is the gradient step (7). We here discuss the computational
complexity of the gradient step. In order to simplify the
argument, we assume an (ℓ, r)-regular LDPC code where ℓ
and r stands for the column weight and the row weight,
respectively. In the following time complexity analysis, we will
focus on the number of multiplications because it dominates
the time complexity of the algorithm. Since the number of non-
zero elements in Q and R is m2r−1, the number of required
multiplications over real numbers for evaluating (st−1)Q and
stR is m2r−1. On the other hand, the multiplication regarding
DT needs m2r multiplications because the number of non-
zero elements in Q−R is m2r. In summary, the computation
complexity of the TPG decoding is O(m2r) per iteration.

E. Training Process
As we saw in the previous subsection, TPG decoding

contains several adjustable parameters. It is crucial to train
and optimize these parameters appropriately for achieving
reasonable decoding performance.

Let the set of trainable parameters be Θt :=
{α, {βt}tt=1, {γt}tt=1}(t ∈ [tmax]). Based on a random initial
point s1 and Θt, we define the function gts1

: Rn → Rn

by gts1
(y) := st+1(t ∈ [tmax]) where st+1 is given by the

recursion:

rt := st − γi
"
y + βtν(1 + (st − 1)Q− stR)DT

#
(10)

st+1 := ξ (α (rt − 0.5)) . (11)

In other words, gts1
(y) represents the search point of a

projected gradient descent process after t iterations. In the
training process of Θt, we use mini-batch based training with
a SGD-type parameter update.

Suppose that a mini-batch consists of K-triples: B :=
{(c1,y1, s1,1), (c2,y2, s1,2), . . . , (cK ,yK , s1,K)} which is a
randomly generated data set according to the channel model.
The vector ck ∈ C(H)(k ∈ [K]) is a randomly chosen
codeword and yk = (1 − 2ck) + wk is a corresponding
received word where wk is a Gaussian noise vector. The vector
s1,k ∈ Rn(k ∈ [K]) is chosen from the n-dimensional unit
cube uniformly at random, where these vectors are used as the
random initial values.

We exploit a simple squared loss function given by
ht(Θt) :=

1
K

$K
k=1 ||ck − gts1,k

(yk)||22 for a mini-batch B. A
back propagation process evaluates the gradient ∇ht(Θt) and
it is used for updating the set of parameters as Θt := Θt+∆Θt

where ∆Θt is determined by a SGD type algorithm such as
AdaDelta, RMSprop, or Adam. Note that a mini-batch of size
K is randomly renewed for each parameter update.

In order to achieve better decoding performance and sta-
ble training processes, we exploit incremental training such
that h1(Θ1), h2(Θ2), . . . , htmax(Θtmax) are sequentially mini-
mized [3]. The details of the incremental training is as follows.
At first, Θ1 is trained by minimizing h1(Θ1). After finishing
the training of Θ1, the values of trainable parameters in Θ1

are copied to the corresponding parameters in Θ2. In other
words, the results of the training for Θ1 are taken over to Θ2 as
the initial values. Then, Θ2 is trained by minimizing h2(Θ2).
Such processes continue from Θ1 to Θtmax . The number of
iterations for training Θi, which is referred to as a generation,
is fixed to J for all i ∈ [tmax].

In this work, the training process was implemented by
PyTorch [5].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The decoding performances of TPG decoding for the rate
1/2 (3,6)-regular LDPC code with n = 204 are shown in
Fig. 1. Figure 1 includes the BER curves of TPG decoding
with rmax = 1, 10, 100. As the baseline performance, the
BER curve of the belief propagation (BP) decoding where
the maximum number of iterations is set to 100. The BER
performance of TPG decoding (rmax = 1) is inferior to that
of BP. On the other hand, we can observe that restarting sig-
nificantly improves the decoding performance of the proposed
algorithm. In the case of rmax = 10, the proposed algorithm
shows around 0.2 dB gain over the BP at BER= 10−5 In the
case of rmax = 100, the proposed algorithm outperforms the

of the objective function. The projection step moves the search
point into a feasible region. The two steps are alternatively
performed

In the gradient step, a search point is updated in a gradient
descent manner, i.e., rt := st − γt∇fβt(st), where ∇fβt(x)
is the gradient of fβt(x). The index t represents the iteration
index. A scalar γt ∈ R is the step size parameter. If the step
size parameter is appropriate, a search point moves to a new
point having a smaller value of the objective function. The
parameter βt ∈ R is an iteration-dependent penalty coefficient.

The projection step is given by st+1 := ξ (α (rt − 0.5)) ,
where ξ is the sigmoid function defined by ξ(x) :=
1/(1 + exp(−x)). The parameter α controls the softness of
the projection. Precisely speaking, the function ξ is not the
projection to the binary symbols {0, 1}. The projection step
exploits soft-projection based on the shifted sigmoid function
because the true projection to discrete values results in insuf-
ficient convergence behavior in a minimization process.

The main process of the proposed decoding algorithm
described later is the iterative process executing the gradient
step and the projection step.

B. Penalty function and objective function

The penalty function corresponding to the parity constraints
is defined by

P (x) :=
1

2

∑

i∈[m]

∑
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⎡

⎣ν

⎛
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∑
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⎤

⎦
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(5)
where the function ν is the ReLU function defined by
ν(x) := max{0, x}. This penalty function is a standard
penalty function corresponding to the parity polytope Q(H)
based on the quadratic penalty. From this definition of the
penalty function P (x), we immediately have P (x) = 0 if
x ∈ Q(H) and P (x) > 0 if x /∈ Q(H).

In the proposed decoding algorithm to be described later,
the gradient of the penalty function is needed. The partial
derivative of P (x) with respect to the variable xk (k ∈ [n])
is given by

∂

∂xk
P (x) =

∑

i∈[m]

∑

S∈Oi

ν

⎛

⎝1 +
∑

t∈S

(xt − 1)−
∑

t∈Ai\S

xt

⎞

⎠

× (I[k ∈ S]− I[k ∈ Ai\S]) . (6)

As described before, the objective function to be minimized
in a decoding process is given by fβ(x) = λxT + βP (x).
The first term of the objective function prefer a point close to
the received word. On the other hand, the second term prefer
a point in the parity polytope. The partial derivative of the
objective function with respect to the variable xk is thus given
by ∂

∂xk
fβ(x) = λk + β ∂

∂xk
P (x).

C. Concise representation of gradient vector

For the following argument, it is useful to introduce a
concise representation of the gradient vector

For the odd size family Oi(i ∈ [m]), we prepare a bijection
φi : Oi → [2|Ai|−1]. Let L :=

∑m
i=1 2

|Ai|−1, which indicates
the total number of parity constraints required to define Q(H).
The function ℓ(i, S)(i ∈ [m], S ⊂ Oi) defined by ℓ(i, S) :=
φi(S)+

∑i−1
k=1 2

|Ak|−1 is a bijection from the set {(i, S) : i ∈
[m], S ⊂ Oi} to [L].

The following matrices Q and R play a key role to derive
a concise representation of the gradient vector. The matrix
Q ∈ {0, 1}n×L satisfies

Qi,j =

{
1, if i ∈ S and j = ℓ(i, S)
0, otherwise

for any i ∈ [m] and for any S ⊂ Oi. In a similar way, the
matrix R ∈ {0, 1}n×L satisfies

Ri,j =

{
1, if i ∈ Ai\S and j = ℓ(i, S)
0, otherwise

for any i ∈ [m] and for any S ⊂ Oi.
We can see that the column order of Q and R depends on

the choice of the bijections {φi}i∈[m], i.e., a different choice
of {φi}i∈[m] yields a column permuted version of Q and R.
However, in the following argument, the column order does
not cause any influence for gradient computation. We thus can
choose any set of bijections {φi}i∈[m].

We are now ready to derive a concise expression of the
gradient. By rewriting (6) with the matrices Q and R, we
have ∇P (x) = ν(1 + (x − 1)Q − xR)DT , where D :=
Q−R. By using this expression, the gradient vector ∇fβ(x)
can be concisely rewritten by ∇fβ(x) = λ + βν(1 + (x −
1)Q − xR)DT . From this expression, the evaluation of the
gradient vector is based on the evaluation of the matrix-vector
products with sparse matrices Q,R, and D. The computational
complexity of the gradient vector is to be discussed in the next
subsection.

D. Trainable Projected Gradient Decoding

The following decoding algorithm is based on the projected
gradient descent algorithm described in the previous subsec-
tions.
Trainable Projected Gradient (TPG) Decoding

• Input: received word y ∈ Rn

• Output: estimated word ĉ ∈ C(H)
• Parameters: tmax: maximum number of the projected

gradient descent iterations (inner loop), rmax: maximum
number of restarting (outer loop)

Step 1 (initialization for restarting) The restarting counter is
initialized to r := 1.

Step 2 (random initialization) The initial vector s1 ∈ Rn

is randomly initialized, i.e., each elements in s1 is
chosen uniformly at random in {x ∈ R | 0 ≤ x ≤ 1}.
The iteration index is initialized to t := 1.

Step 3 (gradient step) Execute the gradient descent step:

rt := st − γt
(
y + βtν(1 + (st − 1)Q− stR)DT

)
.

(7)
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where � := (�1,�2, . . . ,�n). Since the objective function
and all the constraints are linear, this problem is an LP
problem. The fundamental polytope includes vertices that are
not contained in C(H). This means that LP decoding may
produce a non-integral (or factional) solution. It is known
that, if we have an integral solution, it coincides with the ML
estimate. This property is called the ML certificate property
of LP decoding.

III. TRAINABLE PROJECTED GRADIENT DECODING

This section describes the proposed decoding algorithm in
detail. Firstly, a basic idea is briefly explained. The following
subsections are devoted to describe the details of the proposed
algorithm.

A. Overview

We start from an unconstrained optimization problem
closely related to the LP decoding [8]:

minimize
x2{0,1}n

�x

T
+ �P (x), (13)

where P (x) is a penalty function satisfying P (x) = 0 if x 2
Q(H); otherwise P (x) > 0. The scalar parameter � called the
penalty coefficient that adjusts the strength of the penalty term.
From the ML certificate property, it is clear the solution of
(13) coincides with the ML estimate if � is sufficiently large.
Although the optimization problem in (13) is a non-convex
problem, it can be a start point of an numerical optimization
algorithm for solving (5).

Let
f�(x) := �x

T
+ �P (x), (14)

which is our objective function to be minimized. We here use
the projected gradient descent algorithm for solving (13) in an
approximate manner. The projected gradient descent algorithm
consists two steps, the gradient step and the projection step.
The gradient descent step moves the search point along the
negative gradient vector of the objective function. The projec-
tion step moves the search point into a feasible region. The
two steps are alternatively performed

In the gradient step, a search point is updated in a gradient
descent manner, i.e.,

rt := st � �trf�
t

(st), (15)

where rf�
t

(x) is the gradient of f�
t

(x). The index t rep-
resents the iteration index. A scalar �t 2 R is the step size
parameter. If the step size parameter is appropriate, a search
point moves to a new point having a smaller value of the
objective function. The parameter �t 2 R is an iteration-
dependent penalty coefficient.

The projection step is given by

st+1 := ⇠ (↵ (rt � 0.5)) , (16)

where ⇠ is the sigmoid function defined by

⇠(x) := 1/(1 + exp(�x)). (17)

The parameter ↵ controls the softness of the projection.
Precisely speaking, the function ⇠ is not the projection to
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Fig. 1. Plots of the shifted sigmoid function y = ⇠(↵(x � 0.5)) for ↵ =
1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0. As ↵ gets large, the shape of the shifted sigmoid function
gradually approaches to the binary projection function.

the binary symbols {0, 1}. The projection step exploits soft-
projection based on the shifted sigmoid function (See Fig.
1) because the true projection to discrete values results in
insufficient convergence behavior in a minimization process.

The main process of the proposed decoding algorithm
described later is the iterative process executing the gradient
step and the projection step.

B. Penalty function and objective function

The penalty function corresponding to the parity constraints
is defined by

P (x) :=

1
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where the function ⌫ is the ReLU function defined by
⌫(x) := max{0, x}. This penalty function is a standard
penalty function corresponding to the parity polytope Q(H)

based on the quadratic penalty. From this definition of the
penalty function P (x), we immediately have P (x) = 0 if
x 2 Q(H) and P (x) > 0 if x /2 Q(H).

In the proposed decoding algorithm to be described later,
the gradient of the penalty function is needed. The partial
derivative of P (x) with respect to the variable xk (k 2 [n])
is given by
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As described before, the objective function to be minimized
in a decoding process is given by

f�(x) = �x

T
+ �P (x). (20)

Step 4 (projection step) Execute the projection step:

st+1 := ξ (α (rt − 0.5)) . (8)

Step 5 (parity check) Evaluate a tentative estimate ĉ :=
θ(st+1) where the function θ is the thresholding
function defined by

θ(x) :=

!
0, x < 0.5,
1, x ≥ 0.5.

(9)

If H ĉ = 0 holds, then output ĉ and exit.
Step 6 (end of inner loop) If t < tmax holds, then t := t+1

and go to Step 3.
Step 7 (end of outer loop) If r < rmax holds, then r := r+1

and go to Step 2; Otherwise, output ĉ and quit the
process.

The trainable parameters {γt}tmax
t=1 control the step size in

the gradient descent step and {βt}tmax
t=1 defines relative strength

of the penalty term. The trainable parameter α controls the
softness of the soft-projection. These parameters are adjusted
in a training process described later. In the gradient step, we
use the received word y instead of the log likelihood ratio
vector λ since λi ∝ yi for i ∈ [n] under the assumption of the
AWGN channel. The proportional constant can be considered
to be involved in the step size parameter γt. The parity check
in Step 5 helps early termination that may reduce the expected
number of decoding iterations.

The TPG decoding is a double loop algorithm. The inner
loop (starting from Step 2 and ending at Step 6) is a projected
gradient descent process such that a search point gradually
approaches to a candidate codeword as the number of iterations
grows. The outer loop (starting from Step 1 and ending at Step
7) is for executing multiple search processes with different
initial point. The technique is called restarting. The initial
search point of TPG decoding s1 is randomly chosen in Step
2. In non-convex optimization, restarting with a random initial
point is a basic technique to find a better sub-optimal solution.

The most time consuming operation in the TPG decoding
is the gradient step (7). We here discuss the computational
complexity of the gradient step. In order to simplify the
argument, we assume an (ℓ, r)-regular LDPC code where ℓ
and r stands for the column weight and the row weight,
respectively. In the following time complexity analysis, we will
focus on the number of multiplications because it dominates
the time complexity of the algorithm. Since the number of non-
zero elements in Q and R is m2r−1, the number of required
multiplications over real numbers for evaluating (st−1)Q and
stR is m2r−1. On the other hand, the multiplication regarding
DT needs m2r multiplications because the number of non-
zero elements in Q−R is m2r. In summary, the computation
complexity of the TPG decoding is O(m2r) per iteration.

E. Training Process
As we saw in the previous subsection, TPG decoding

contains several adjustable parameters. It is crucial to train
and optimize these parameters appropriately for achieving
reasonable decoding performance.

Let the set of trainable parameters be Θt :=
{α, {βt}tt=1, {γt}tt=1}(t ∈ [tmax]). Based on a random initial
point s1 and Θt, we define the function gts1

: Rn → Rn

by gts1
(y) := st+1(t ∈ [tmax]) where st+1 is given by the

recursion:

rt := st − γi
"
y + βtν(1 + (st − 1)Q− stR)DT

#
(10)

st+1 := ξ (α (rt − 0.5)) . (11)

In other words, gts1
(y) represents the search point of a

projected gradient descent process after t iterations. In the
training process of Θt, we use mini-batch based training with
a SGD-type parameter update.

Suppose that a mini-batch consists of K-triples: B :=
{(c1,y1, s1,1), (c2,y2, s1,2), . . . , (cK ,yK , s1,K)} which is a
randomly generated data set according to the channel model.
The vector ck ∈ C(H)(k ∈ [K]) is a randomly chosen
codeword and yk = (1 − 2ck) + wk is a corresponding
received word where wk is a Gaussian noise vector. The vector
s1,k ∈ Rn(k ∈ [K]) is chosen from the n-dimensional unit
cube uniformly at random, where these vectors are used as the
random initial values.

We exploit a simple squared loss function given by
ht(Θt) :=

1
K

$K
k=1 ||ck − gts1,k

(yk)||22 for a mini-batch B. A
back propagation process evaluates the gradient ∇ht(Θt) and
it is used for updating the set of parameters as Θt := Θt+∆Θt

where ∆Θt is determined by a SGD type algorithm such as
AdaDelta, RMSprop, or Adam. Note that a mini-batch of size
K is randomly renewed for each parameter update.

In order to achieve better decoding performance and sta-
ble training processes, we exploit incremental training such
that h1(Θ1), h2(Θ2), . . . , htmax(Θtmax) are sequentially mini-
mized [3]. The details of the incremental training is as follows.
At first, Θ1 is trained by minimizing h1(Θ1). After finishing
the training of Θ1, the values of trainable parameters in Θ1

are copied to the corresponding parameters in Θ2. In other
words, the results of the training for Θ1 are taken over to Θ2 as
the initial values. Then, Θ2 is trained by minimizing h2(Θ2).
Such processes continue from Θ1 to Θtmax . The number of
iterations for training Θi, which is referred to as a generation,
is fixed to J for all i ∈ [tmax].

In this work, the training process was implemented by
PyTorch [5].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The decoding performances of TPG decoding for the rate
1/2 (3,6)-regular LDPC code with n = 204 are shown in
Fig. 1. Figure 1 includes the BER curves of TPG decoding
with rmax = 1, 10, 100. As the baseline performance, the
BER curve of the belief propagation (BP) decoding where
the maximum number of iterations is set to 100. The BER
performance of TPG decoding (rmax = 1) is inferior to that
of BP. On the other hand, we can observe that restarting sig-
nificantly improves the decoding performance of the proposed
algorithm. In the case of rmax = 10, the proposed algorithm
shows around 0.2 dB gain over the BP at BER= 10−5 In the
case of rmax = 100, the proposed algorithm outperforms the



データ駆動調整

Figure 1: (a) A signal-flow diagram of an iterative algorithm, (b) Data-driving tuning based
on an unfolded signal-flow graph with a loss function

in Fig. 1 (b). The trainable parameters can control behavior of the subprocesses. Append-

ing an appropriate loss function, e.g., the squared loss function, at the end of the unfolded

signal-flow graph, those trainable parameters can be tuned by randomly generated training

data. We can apply back propagation and a SGD type parameter update (SGD, RMSprop,

ADAM, etc.) to optimize the parameters to improve the performance of the iterative algo-

rithm such as speed of the convergence.

We here discuss the concept through a simple example. The projected gradient descent

(PG) method is a well-known numerical optimization algorithm for convex and non-convex

optimization problems. Let f : Rn ! R be an objective function to be minimized subject

to the feasible region F ⇢ Rn. In other words, we need to solve the optimization problem:

minimize f(x) subject to x 2 F . (1)

4

バックプロパゲーション＋確率的勾配法を利用して 
学習可能パラメータを適切に調整する
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Fig. 2. Signal-flow diagram of TPG decoding and training process of a TPG
decoder

are copied to the corresponding parameters in ⇥2. In other
words, the results of the training for ⇥1 are taken over to ⇥2 as
the initial values. Then, ⇥2 is trained by minimizing h2

(⇥2).
Such processes continue from ⇥1 to ⇥t

max

. The number of
iterations for training ⇥i, which is referred to as a generation,
is fixed to J for all i 2 [tmax].

In this work, the training process was implemented by
PyTorch [6].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we will show several experimental results
indicating the behavior and the decoding performance of the
TPG decoding.

A. Behavior of TPG decoding

We trained a TPG decoder with a (3, 6)-regular LDPC code
of n = 204,m = 102. Several hyper parameters assumed in
the training process are as follows: The maximum number
of iterations is set to tmax = 25. The number of parameter
updates for a generation is J = 500 and the mini-batch size
is set to K = 50. We employed Adam optimizer [5] with
learning rate 0.005 for the parameter updates. In a training
process, the SNR of channel is fixed to SNR = 4.0 dB.

Figure 3 indicates the result of the training, i.e., trained
parameters {�t}25t=1 and {�t}25t=1. At the first iteration, the step
size parameter �t takes the value around 1.2 and the value
gradually decreases to the values around 0.2. On the other
hand, the penalty term constant �i starts from the small value
around 1 and increases to the values around 5.5 at the 9-th
round. The softness parameter is a shared trainable variable
for all the rounds takes the value ↵ = 8.05.

In a decoding process of TPG decoding, we expect that
the search point approaches to the transmitted codeword. In
order to observe the behavior of a TPG process based on the
recursive formula (33) (34), we show the trajectories of the
normalized squared error in Fig. 4. The normalized squared
error is defined by (1/n)||st�c

⇤||22 where c

⇤ is the transmitted
codeword. Figure 4 includes the trajectories of 10 trials with
random initial values. A received word y := (1 � 2c

⇤
) + w

is fixed during the experiment. The code is the (3, 6)-regular
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Fig. 3. Plots of trained parameters {�
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LDPC code with n = 204 and m = 102 and the trainable
parameters {�t}25t=1 and {�t}25t=1 are set to the values in Fig. 3
and ↵ is set to 8.05 according to the above training result. The
noise variance is corresponding to 4.0 (dB).

From Fig. 4, we can observe that each curve indicates
rapid decrease of the normalized squared error (around 10
rounds for convergence) and it means that a search point st
actually approaches to the transmitted word in the recursive
evaluation of (33) (34). With several iterations (5 to 15), the
normalized squared error gets to the value around 10

�4. This
results implies that the penalty function representing the parity
constraints are effective to direct the search point towards the
transmitted word and that trained parameters provide intended
behavior in minimization processes. Another observation ob-
tained from Fig. 4 is that search point trajectories are different
from each other and that are dependent on the initial value.
The idea of restarting is based on the expectation that random
initial values provide random outcomes. The experimental
results support this expectation.

B. BER performances

Several hyper parameters assumed in the training process
are as follows: The number of parameter updates for a gener-
ation is J = 500 and the mini-batch size is set to K = 50. We
employed Adam optimizer [5] with learning rate 0.005 for the
parameter updates. In a training process, the SNR of channel
is fixed to SNR = 4.0 dB.

The decoding performances of TPG decoding for the rate
1/2 (3,6)-regular LDPC code with n = 204 are shown in
Fig. 5. Figure 5 includes the BER curves of TPG decoding
with rmax = 1, 10, 100. As the baseline performance, the
BER curve of the belief propagation (BP) decoding where
the maximum number of iterations is set to 100. The BER
performance of TPG decoding (rmax = 1) is inferior to that
of BP. On the other hand, we can observe that restarting sig-
nificantly improves the decoding performance of the proposed
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Fig. 4. Plots of the trajectories of normalized squared error for 10 trials for
a fixed received word (n = 204,m = 102, SNR = 4.0 (dB))
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algorithm. In the case of rmax = 10, the proposed algorithm
shows around 0.2 dB gain over the BP at BER= 10

�5 In the
case of rmax = 100, the proposed algorithm outperforms the
BP and yields impressive improvement in BER performance.
For example, it achieves 0.5 dB gain at BER = 10

�5. These
results indicate that restarting works considerably well as we
expected. This means that we can control trade-off between
decoding complexity and the decoding performance in a
flexible way. Figure 6 shows the BER curves of TPG decoding
for the rate 1/2 (3,6)-regular LDPC code with n = 504.
We can observe that the proposed algorithm again provides
superior BER performance in the high SNR regime.

The average time complexity of the proposed decoding
algorithm is closely related to the average number of iterations
in the TPG decoding processes. Early stopping by the parity
check (Step 5) reduces the number of iterations. The number
of iterations means the number of execution of Step 3 (gradient
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step) for a given received word. The average number of iter-
ations for (3,6)-regular LDDP code (n = 204,m = 102) are
plotted in Fig. 7. When SNR is 3.75 dB, the average number
of iterations is around 30 for all the cases (rmax = 1, 10, 100).

V. CONCLUDING SUMMARY

In this paper, we present a novel decoding algorithm for
LDPC codes, which is based on a non-convex optimization
algorithm. The main processes in the proposed algorithm are
the gradient and projection steps that have intrinsic massive
parallelism that fits forthcoming deep neural network-oriented
hardware architectures. Some of internal parameters can be
optimized with data-driven training process with back propa-
gation and a stochastic gradient type algorithm. Although we
focus on the AWGN channels in this paper, we can apply TPG

初期値を取り替えてリスタート（ランダムリスタート）の有効性
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BP and yields impressive improvement in BER performance.
For example, it achieves 0.5 dB gain at BER = 10−5. These
results indicate that restarting works considerably well as we
expected. This means that we can control trade-off between
decoding complexity and the decoding performance in a
flexible way. Figure 2 shows the BER curves of TPG decoding
for the rate 1/2 (3,6)-regular LDPC code with n = 504.
We can observe that the proposed algorithm again provides
superior BER performance in the high SNR regime.

The average time complexity of the proposed decoding
algorithm is closely related to the average number of iterations
in the TPG decoding processes. Early stopping by the parity
check (Step 5) reduces the number of iterations. The number
of iterations means the number of execution of Step 3 (gradient
step) for a given received word. The average number of iter-
ations for (3,6)-regular LDDP code (n = 204,m = 102) are
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Fig. 3. Average number of iterations of the TPG decoding for (3,6)-regular
LDDP code (n = 204,m = 102). Parameters: tmax = 100.

plotted in Fig. 3. When SNR is 3.75 dB, the average number
of iterations is around 30 for all the cases (rmax = 1, 10, 100).

V. CONCLUDING SUMMARY

In this paper, we present a novel decoding algorithm for
LDPC codes, which is based on a non-convex optimization
algorithm. The main processes in the proposed algorithm are
the gradient and projection steps that have intrinsic massive
parallelism that fits forthcoming deep neural network-oriented
hardware architectures. Some of internal parameters can be
optimized with data-driven training process with back propa-
gation and a stochastic gradient type algorithm. Although we
focus on the AWGN channels in this paper, we can apply TPG
decoding for other channels such as linear vector channels just
by replacing the objective function.
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algorithm. In the case of rmax = 10, the proposed algorithm
shows around 0.2 dB gain over the BP at BER= 10

�5 In the
case of rmax = 100, the proposed algorithm outperforms the
BP and yields impressive improvement in BER performance.
For example, it achieves 0.5 dB gain at BER = 10

�5. These
results indicate that restarting works considerably well as we
expected. This means that we can control trade-off between
decoding complexity and the decoding performance in a
flexible way. Figure 6 shows the BER curves of TPG decoding
for the rate 1/2 (3,6)-regular LDPC code with n = 504.
We can observe that the proposed algorithm again provides
superior BER performance in the high SNR regime.

The average time complexity of the proposed decoding
algorithm is closely related to the average number of iterations
in the TPG decoding processes. Early stopping by the parity
check (Step 5) reduces the number of iterations. The number
of iterations means the number of execution of Step 3 (gradient
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step) for a given received word. The average number of iter-
ations for (3,6)-regular LDDP code (n = 204,m = 102) are
plotted in Fig. 7. When SNR is 3.75 dB, the average number
of iterations is around 30 for all the cases (rmax = 1, 10, 100).

V. CONCLUDING SUMMARY

In this paper, we present a novel decoding algorithm for
LDPC codes, which is based on a non-convex optimization
algorithm. The main processes in the proposed algorithm are
the gradient and projection steps that have intrinsic massive
parallelism that fits forthcoming deep neural network-oriented
hardware architectures. Some of internal parameters can be
optimized with data-driven training process with back propa-
gation and a stochastic gradient type algorithm. Although we
focus on the AWGN channels in this paper, we can apply TPG
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BP and yields impressive improvement in BER performance.
For example, it achieves 0.5 dB gain at BER = 10−5. These
results indicate that restarting works considerably well as we
expected. This means that we can control trade-off between
decoding complexity and the decoding performance in a
flexible way. Figure 2 shows the BER curves of TPG decoding
for the rate 1/2 (3,6)-regular LDPC code with n = 504.
We can observe that the proposed algorithm again provides
superior BER performance in the high SNR regime.

The average time complexity of the proposed decoding
algorithm is closely related to the average number of iterations
in the TPG decoding processes. Early stopping by the parity
check (Step 5) reduces the number of iterations. The number
of iterations means the number of execution of Step 3 (gradient
step) for a given received word. The average number of iter-
ations for (3,6)-regular LDDP code (n = 204,m = 102) are
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plotted in Fig. 3. When SNR is 3.75 dB, the average number
of iterations is around 30 for all the cases (rmax = 1, 10, 100).

V. CONCLUDING SUMMARY

In this paper, we present a novel decoding algorithm for
LDPC codes, which is based on a non-convex optimization
algorithm. The main processes in the proposed algorithm are
the gradient and projection steps that have intrinsic massive
parallelism that fits forthcoming deep neural network-oriented
hardware architectures. Some of internal parameters can be
optimized with data-driven training process with back propa-
gation and a stochastic gradient type algorithm. Although we
focus on the AWGN channels in this paper, we can apply TPG
decoding for other channels such as linear vector channels just
by replacing the objective function.
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データ駆動アプローチに基づく反復アルゴリズムの設計
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問題に関する先見的知見・数理的洞察に 
基づき演繹的に導かれるアルゴリズム構造 
数理最適化ベースのアルゴリズム構成

データ 
に基づく学習

学習可能パラメータの導入 
パラメタライズド- 
アルゴリズムの設計 



まとめ

!42

最適化技法に基づくLDPC復号アルゴリズムを概観 

ビットフリップ型復号法においては、非線形目的関
数の最小化を目指したアルゴリズム構成が有効 

符号の凸緩和に基づく手法（組み合わせ最適化問
題の連続緩和に影響を受けた手法）が有効 

最適化に基づくアルゴリズム設計は、データ駆動
調整（深層学習技術）に高い親和性を持つ


